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My name is Emilie Cevallos. I am known for my 

passionate personality and my ambitiousness to learn.     

Pursuing the world of  industrial design I believe that    

good design does not only solve a problem, 

it creates a positive connection with the user. 

Hello.



Empow

Accordalite

Swing

Skills



Improving the experience of enjoying a cultural 
dish with an inviting serving set design

EMPOW



Ecuador is known for their flaky, gooey, and 
extra cheesy empanadas. This signature dish is 
served in every home in the country.

Along with a cup of coffee, this home made 
meal is  perfect for family gatherings in 
Ecuador’s beautiful beach locations.

Must be kept hot

Fragile thin crust

Hassle to distribute

Impatient hungry people

Eating together is hard

Uneven sandy floor

EMPANADAS DE VERDE THE PROBLEM



WHOLESOMEEMBRACING FUNCTION



CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT







PERFECT FOR THE BEACH 
The tapered base of the Empow set design is specifically 
meant for easy placement on uneven sandy floors.



TURN TO REVEAL

SERVE!

TWIST & SLIDE DOWN

USER SCENARIO With simple interactions, you will 
have everyone eating in seconds.





Laser cut gears for 
precise rotation 

Cover is made 
with slots for 
secure closure 

Knob controls 
synchronized 
movement of trays

Cover assures 
empanadas stay warm 
and sand free

trays perfectly embrace the 
empanada's shape

tapered base  
for stability in 
sandy ground

The bowls perfectly 
holds 2 empanadas

The set comes with the main serving tray, 
4 bowls, and 4 cups. This design can be 
made from ceramic, plastic, or a combination 
of plywood, recycled sawdust, and acrylic. 
Manufacturing process includes precision 
laser cutting, layering and sanding to shape.

A FAMILY SET



Instantly serve hot empanadas with a swift 
turn of the wooden knob. Efficient and quick 
while keeping an impressive presentation.



Empanadas fit perfectly in each tray, 
which also comfortably accommodates 
a place to keep your cup of coffee.



Light that communicates safety, comfort, and function to 
better prepare people for PG&E’s planned power outages



PAIN POINTS

Pitch black darkness

Everything was hard to find

Potential dangers of a dark 
home

Panicked mentality

Accessing lights, batteries, 
tools

PUBLIC SAFETY POWER SHUTDOWN
PG&E went to the extent of shutting off power during harsh 
weather conditions in response to climate change, specifically the 
wildfires provoked by strong winds damaging their power lines.

1,500 
California wildfires were provoked 
by power lines the past 6 years

2.5 Million
People were left without power for an 
unknown period of time.

IN PERSON INTERVIEWS
Understanding User Needs During PSPS

“It’s things like this makes you 
realize how necessary it is to 
be prepared”

Nancy Nygard

48+ hours 
Power outages could last anywhere
from a few hours to a couple weeks.

PAIN POINTS

Extreme boredom

Very stressful 

dangers of falling, tripping

Compromised daily routine 

Depressing mood 

“I just wanted to go to sleep 
because the situation was so 
scary and frustrating”

Sam Limones



CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT
Going through many ideas and even more sketches, I arrived
to my final concept, which I then storyboarded to show how
my design would better prepare people for the PSPS.



SKETCH MODELS
Getting inspiration from origami to attain a 
flexible and playful form. Then constructing full 
scale models to best understand my design.

Inspiration...



FINAL CONCEPT



Reflective features helps easily 
spot the Accordalite in the dark

Playful, interactive form 
comforts panicked user

Screw-less, hinged door.
Storage for extra batteries



Expand for the Hand

Hang or Hold

Grab or Store

DESIGNED TO COMFORT Easy adjust-ability and unique flexible features 
makes using the Accordalite a fun experience.



FEATURES Handle Cover

Ridged Silicone Adjustable Handle

Matte ABS Top Shell Compartment

Handle Slot

Reflective Markers

Textured Soft Silicon Power Button

Matte ABS Bottom Shell Compartment 

Battery Compartment

Easy Access Battery Door

Rigid Collapsible Silicone Shade 

Designed in every aspect to 
ease the user’s experience 
during a PSPS





A more intuitive way for children to wash their hands

Emilie Cevallos Paredes

CCA  I  ID3 I  Fall 2020



Form Exploration
Before the purpose or function of the project 
was introduced. We explored compelling 
sculptures to inspire organic, unique forms, 
without limiting to the objective mindset. Later 
reavealing that we were to design a faucet.



SKETCH EXPLORATION

Taking that form exploration to inspire many ideas in form 
of sketch. Pushing more towards a faucet like concept.



SKETCH MODELS
Exploring unique proportions and form with 
3D models to inspire my concept direction.



SKETCH IDEATION
Taking my favorite ideas from all my 
iterations to reach  the final concept 
design for my faucet. 

Up/Down motion to 

control pressure

One touch color coded, rotating 

lever to control temperature



A PLAYFUL TOUCH

With the playful form and simplicity in function, the Swing faucet is 
aimed to help little kids who can not yet comprehend the standard 
multi directional valve handle.









Aerator

Spout

Transparent Window

Hot/Cold Hoses

Control Handle

Color Indicators 

Extendable Corrugated Valve

FEATURES AND PARTS

Compressed gives higher pressure 

while decompressed gives lower 

Rotating handle exposes necessary 

water pipes, Red/Hot...Blue/Cold





SKILLS
Sketching. Model making. CAD.



SKETCHING & MODELING
Being a designer means to have the ability to use 
ones skills to successfully communicate an idea. 
And sharing the story of how the final product 
was formed, with sketches, models, and CAD.



CAD & ITERATION
Taking a final concept and then making it real 
comes with even more iterations, just using a 
different medium. Exploring many different forms.

Using Rhino 3D software I went through several iterations 
of my concept to arrive to the final controller design. 



MUFFLE
The final design, adding realism by pushing 
texture, lighting and details within every render.

The Muffle controller’s successful form allows the 
user to realistically visualize their interaction.



MAKING IT REAL
Finalizing a design to present an idea is impressive. But to 
produce a physical model is what will push an idea into 
marketing potential. Having great model making skills, as well as 
producing life-like CAD models is key.



DIVERSITY IN DESIGN
As an Ecuadorian designer, I want  to include 
diversity within my creations. Incorporating my 
culture within my projects as well as a diversity 
of media is part of the process. 



Thank You!

emiliecevallospare.wixsite.com/idesign

@emiliesdesigns

EDUCATION

California College of the Arts
San Francisco, CA
BFA - INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
May 2022 (expected)
GPA- 4.03

ACHIEVEMENTS

The Kalmanovitz Charitable Foundation Scholarship
4 YEAR FULL RIDE SCHOLARSHIP 
For recognition of outstanding academic excellence and portfolio 
impression. This scholarship was established in 2018 to help ensure 
talented students from California can pursue their dreams at CCA.

Illustrator
Photoshop
Rhinoceros 3D
Solidworks
Fusion 360
Keyshot
Sketching 
Prototyping
Digital rendering
Sewing 
Wood Working

SKILLS

emilie.cevallosparedes@cca.edu


